
The scene:  Christmas 2013.  

All the ladies are crossing their fingers for necklaces, gift cards, loose leaf teas, 
and new yoga ‘equipment.’  There are movies out on DVD, fantastic dresses 
on clearance, books, and so much more.  The options are limitless. 

The guys want one thing, and one thing only:  Grand Theft Auto V.

My particular guy got exactly that.  For many hours, many evenings, I have sat 
by his side, reading books and being shed on by cats, occasionally peeking 
up over the pages to wonder, “What the hell is going on?!”  Watching GTA 
is like watching a neverending movie -- and it’s fantastic.  Here are just a few 
highlights, as I have seen them [SPOILER ALERT!].

Weed guy.  There is this guy that pops up all over Los Santos with some 
kind of special variety of weed.  The main characters in the game smoke it, 
and ridiculous shit happens.  They get high, then the mission pops up at the 
bottom of the screen:

Avoid being abducted. 

And then you have to kill 45 aliens with a plasma-laser-outer-space weapon.  
Or, later, you actually do get abducted (but the aliens reject you and you 
have to skydive back to earth in a haze).  

As temperatures and snowflakes are both drop-
ping like mad, the number of reports being filed 
with the City of Houghton and City of Hancock po-
lice stations is skyrocketing.

“It’s been a madhouse,” Houghton police officer 
Dwight Smith said on Tuesday. He stated that they 
have seen an increase in car-related reports, mostly 
accidents, stuck vehicles, and “asshole plow driv-
ers”.

As students, comprising 50% of Houghton’s popu-
lation at this time of the year, realize that it’s too 
damn cold to walk to school, they have finally 
begun searching for and digging out their cars. 
Those unfortunate enough to have to park next 
to the street complain about their inability to find 
their car due to the massive snowbanks created by 
plow trucks on their rented property. Those for-
tunate enough to find their car after two weeks of 
avoiding shoveling are “shocked” to discover that 
their car either won’t start or won’t make it out of 
their parking spot without a small army’s worth of 
friends to push it.

“But surprisingly, the most common call we’ve had 
is to report missing limbs as missing people,” Of-
ficer Smith said. “They seem to think that just be-
cause they can’t see or feel their legs, they’re not 
actually there. I think the cold is starting to make 
people delirious, to be honest.” Residents are be-
ing told that not being able to feel a limb is not 
enough to warrant a missing person report, and 
that they should seek immediate medical attention.

Meanwhile, in Hancock, residents are being asked 
to remember that the police are not a taxi service, 
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Well. Time to run over some pedestrians.

Imagination will often carry us to worlds that never were. But without it we 
go nowhere.
--Carl Sagan
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The Steaming Pile:  Straight from You-
Know-Where!

Things to Requisition Upon Starting A New Job
Futon for new drunk friends

New milk crates
All of Wal-mart’s duct tape

Matching plate set
Actual wine glasses

More than one set of 
sheets

A new mattress, for god’s 
sake

Fancy candlesticks
Fancy candelabras

Food that isn’t Ramen
Glasses that didn’t come 

with alcohol
End tables, whatever 

those are
A duvet

A couch that doesn’t turn 
into a bed

More than one suit
More than seven pairs of 

underwear
A pair of pantyhose that 
didn’t come from an egg

New sex toys
A full-grain leather belt 

(wink wink)
A laptop that isn’t four 

years old
Goats, for reasons

HOOKERS
AND BLOW

Completely “legitimate” soft-
ware

Beer that doesn’t taste like 
water

A phone without a fractal 
pattern
Bitcoin

Dogecoin
Wow. Such coin. Many ROI.

Reddit Gold
[THIS ITEM ONLY AVAILABLE 
TO FACEBOOK GOLD USERS]

A Brazzers subsctiption
An inflatable giraffe

New textbooks
50 lawn flamingos

50 lawn gnomes, and make 
them fight

A fleshlight
A pack of 54 condoms

Guys Gone Wild: A Spring 
Break Young and Hung
Fifty-five gallons of lube

Floor tickets to a Lady Gaga 
concert

Thirty-seven gallons of olive 
oil

A door that actually locks
Snowmelt that works below 

20 degrees F
A flamethrower

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like hit and runs!
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Rampaging.  One of the characters has a special ability called 
‘rampaging.’  It entails you becoming semi-invincible and sprout-
ing weapons out of thin air.  Your goal is ‘neutralizing’ hipsters.  
Or ‘neutralizing’ renegade army men.  Almost nothing can waste 
you, and you can always have grenades.  

Waking up drunk in the desert wearing a negligee and tighty 
whities.  It actually happens more than you might think. 

Heists.  The bank robberies are just a dandy to watch.  It’s so 
far beyond walking in with a gun and demanding the cash.  It’s 
days of preparation, getting a bulldozer as an escape vehicle, 
getting distracted and using the bulldozer to overturn cop cars, 
putting the bulldozer back, getting a bunch of guns to take out 
the whole bank…. essentially, it’s a jolly good waste of time that 
gets you tens of thousands of dollars. 

Bailing out of things by accident.  It’s sort of like making a 
typo; you mean to hit X, but you hit square instead.  So instead 
of braking (or whatever happens when you press X), you end 
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up bailing out of the vehicle at 95 mph.  On an overpass.  In the mountains.  Full of weird gypsies.  
OBVIOUSLY.

THE BRITISH FREAKS!  Nigel!  Nigel, Nigel, Nigel, what a treasure.  He is a visitor from jolly old England!  
He and his wife crop up early in the game, rooting through the trash cans of famous people living in 
Los Santos.  You get brought on board as their accomplice to steal things for their celebrity ‘collection.’  
Used underwear, wads of drain hair, dog collars, you name it -- if it’s belonged to a famous person and 
could be construed as kinky, Nigel wants it.  

Overall, I would honestly say that watching The Other Half play GTA is fun.  I really hope there is a bonus 
mission at the end that involves driving alien spacecraft at warp speeds, running over three headed 
space-hookers and getting pulled over by hyperintelligent shades of blue. 

and that they are not responsible for bringing drunk residents home from Houghton bars and 
frat parties. Rides should be arranged before leaving home, or residents should opt for bars 
on their side of the bridge.

While not a police station, the Portage Heath University Center has also reported a sudden 
increase in patients seeking treatment for frostbite. Doctors advise students to cover every 
inch of their body with fluffy things, and to call in sick to work or school if their walking com-
mute times are longer than it takes to develop frostbite on exposed skin. The registrar’s office 
has stated that handwritten notes from parents will be accepted as a university-excused 
absence. 
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